Careful decoy receptor titering is required to inhibit tumor angiogenesis while avoiding adversely altering VEGF bioavailability.
To inhibit tumor-induced angiogenesis, the VEGF signaling pathway was targeted using AAV vectors encoding a VEGF decoy receptor, a truncated, soluble form of the murine VEGF receptor-2 (tsFlk-1). This approach initially had significant anti-neuroblastoma efficacy in murine xenograft models of local and metastatic disease, but when higher circulating levels of tsFlk-1 were established, tumor growth was more aggressive than even in control mice. Part of the mechanism for this apparent tumor resistance was increased human VEGF expression by the tumor cells. However, further investigation revealed that although a greater amount of VEGF could be bound by higher levels of tsFlk-1, more VEGF also existed in an unbound state and was, therefore, available to support angiogenesis. This novel, tumor-independent mechanism for resistance to antiangiogenic strategies suggests that careful titering of angiogenesis inhibitors may be required to achieve maximal antitumor efficacy and avoid therapy resistance mediated, in part, by ligand bioavailability. This has important implications for therapeutic strategies that use decoy receptors and other agents, such as antibodies, to bind angiogenic factors, in an attempt to inhibit tumor neovascularization.